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When body starts regenerating parts from RNA Drops, and one
has titanium in the body, will there be a conflict?
What do you think might happen?
What we think is happening is that your body tissues regrow
at the same the RNA Drops have the ability to absorb heavy
metals.

People are telling us that chips and cracks in their teeth are
being filled in. 
Gap in lip was filled in for one woman.
Nothing there to get rid of. I'm talking about artificial
components.
Body is eating those components away at the same time as
building new tissue.
We'll have to see if that is going to be the case.
That is what I would allow in my body if I had that situation.
Surgery on legs for venous disease. Closed up and absorbed.
Could that mean if the body absorbed them, could it mean
that the veins could be regenerated?
Know more about arteries. When the arteries block up, you
get collateral circulation forms. Perhaps veins do, too.

You have blueprint of whole body in each cell. RNA/DNA
is there.
RNA has building blocks to uncover 144,000 chromosomes so
we can grow these perfect cells.
We allow mind to interfere and think we can't.

My MO during my career is to find options and choices for
people.
I'd have to refer you to the Cell 8 patent. That explains
exactly what was decided.

way cause I knew that would be building block.
The RNA Drops, the I-Cell Patent tells us about that component
of the Cell 8.
I don't know what more I can see. It's written in the patent.
Published patents are on display for the public as a way to
get them out there. 
I send the patents out to anyone who subscribes to my email.
(2012rnaradio.com)
People can be so bloody minded that they will cure cancer and
then create something even worse.
Important to notice that we keep creating cancer.
Total Biology says that physical challenges are an attempt for
the body and mind to resolve a conflict.
The body is not stupid. It does things for a reason.

iON also says we use the heavy metals as food.

We will regrow new tissues according to iON.

How do you cure cancer according to iON?

That came out of my desire to use the pico minerals in some



It's a multiple mineral electrolyte. Low potency of minerals

Tweak the body the way it wants to be tweaked.
If soil wasn't depleted and renewed every spring, we wouldn't
have to be concerned about adding minerals.
Incredible imbalance of minerals with people avoiding salt.

electrical conductivity.
Zinc and selenium will be in the product which is important
for the prostate and perfecting cells as well as inflammation.
Prostate is a conflict with Grandfather. It's a way of flushing out

You want more prostate tissue and fluids to flush out.
Stomach is about something you can't swallow. People will
even say "I can't stomach that."
The stomach  will produce extra hydrochloric acid to digest

In doing that you may have pain or gastric ulcer.
The mind will download something into the corresponding
body part to help solve the problem.
With medicine they start diagnosing even before the body
has completed what it is trying to do.
If we left the body to do its thing, we would be better off.
You definitely pick up on the zeitgeist of others who have gone
through prostate issues as they have aged.
Women are developing breast cancer because they say one out
of two are going to have it.
It's being advertised.
PSA test is not that accurate. 
RNA Drops and total biology for the transition.
Would recommend your wellness program.
It's a good transition.
Until you can relax and allow and never mind, this is what you
can do.
Pretty simple advice, comprehensive.

22:28 What about saturation with magnesium.
Depletion of magnesium stores. Took Dr. Carolyn a year to 
build up her stores.
I'd rather people build up to it.
When you are saturated, you will get the laxative effect.
When changes occur, you might need more magnesium.
Over time you'll need less and less, as you heal.
Human protein sequencing; at least 25% of proteins have
magnesium receptors
Magnesium is important on so many levels.
Doubling up doesn't feel as good to Lee as doing 2 doses.

What about ReLyte? Can you explain that?
Chemist has okayed formula and now in testing.

in pico meter size. Gets minerals to the cells. Not overwhelming.

ReLyte is providing minerals to the cells and helping 

yuckiness.

the undigestible.



29:57
about Magnesium.
In medical school we aren't giving information about minerals.
Biochemical information wasn't transferred into clinical.

than Imagined.
3,751 Binding Sites Have Been Detected on Human Proteins

Dr. Dean was talking about canine wound healing with RNA
Drops.

39:08 Dosage and how to manage their increase.
Jamie Kennedy on Fringe taking RNA Drops.
Jamie Kennedy did Upside Down, kinda of like a Renew.
Start with 2-3 twice a day. So, Jamie started with 5 drops.
Start lower than the average dose.
People aren't thinking lite creators when they first begin.
Working up to 10 drops twice a day is average destination.
But no cut and dry answer.

42:31 Sulfur - what is the value of this in the body?

Sulfur receptor sites from sulfa antibiotics was my intro to sulfur.
Epsom Salt Baths with Magnesium and Sulfur.

Want right building blocks for new cells.
Sources - egg yolks, garlic, onions
Maybe sulfur became an issue with all the cholesterol hype
that isn't true.
Cholesterol not an issue in free range chickens.
This is the transition point between now and the be, do,, have
whatever you want.

48:15 How important is refrigeration for RNA Drops?
Early versions it seemed important.
We have people who have had them out for months.
Refrigeration is not essential but may  taste better.
If you can't, should not be a problem.

50:22 Drops grow. Some bottles refill.
We'll check to see if it's inside or outside the fridge.

50:57
Vegetarians may be low on their sulfur.

Be conservative; 1 gram is dietary.
long term does well with moderate amount.
Magnesium should not keep them up at night.
Beginning stages of correcting deficiency, you may get worse.
See article, When Magnesium Makes Me Worse, on my site.

Mercola article says there's about 2k papers a year coming out

GreenMedInfo.Com - Magnesium's Importance Far Greater 

They are calling it the  magnazome.

Stephanie Senoff's lecture about taurine and sulfur.

Sulfur is being in proteins; making of glutathione.
Amino Acids in ReAline are sulfur-based. 

Taurine and vegetarianism

ReAline is great for smoothing things out.
Taurine supplementation for vegetarians.

Detox on ReMag



More manageable when it's just a few products.
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